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COLLECTION REGISTER

Name: Anonymous

LGBT-006


Volume: 0.25 linear feet (1 document box, 1 oversized folder, 1 artifact box)

Donation: Donated by anonymous donor, 2013

Usage: These materials have been donated without restrictions on usage.

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

This collection contains material related to the establishment of the LGBT Center of Central PA and the activities of the AIDS Community Alliance. It also includes a 1995-1996 Gay and Lesbian Switchboard of Harrisburg directory, a flyer for the FAB Fall Achievement Benefit in 1996, documents from a 1999 LGBT civil rights program, and matchbooks from area gay bars.

SERIES 1 – LGBT Center of Central PA Founding

1.01 Vision Statement (Draft) – circa June 2005
   By-Laws (Draft) – undated

1.02 Central PA LGBT Community Needs Assessment: A Report on the Mar. 5, 2005
   Focus Groups by Rankin & Assoc., Consulting – May 11, 2005
   Strategic Planning Outline by Dering Consulting Group – undated
   Equity for Gays and Lesbians Partnership Fund: LGBT Community Center 2005

1.03 Steering Committee Meeting Agenda, Minutes, and Correspondence –
    May-Sep. 2005

1.04 Equity for Gays and Lesbians (EGAL) Task Force Harrisburg, PA, National
   Lesbian and Gay Community Funding Partnership Transition Grant
   Application – undated
   Demographic Goals for Board – undated
   Lambda Community Center of Sacramento, CA and GLBT&Q Center of
   Charlotte, NC overviews – undated
SERIES 2 – Miscellaneous

2.02 Ignite ’99 Supporting Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Civil Rights program information packet – Mar. 23, 1999
2.03 AIDS Community Alliance AIDS WALK registration form – May 1, 2005
   AIDS Community Alliance: A Handbook for Individuals and Organizations – undated
   AIDS Community Alliance Board of Directors Job Description – Sep. 3, 2005

SERIES 3: Oversized

3.01 FAB Fall Achievement Benefit flyer – Nov. 9, 1996

ARTIFACTS

A-01 1031 matchbook
A-02 La Rose Rouge matchbook
A-03 Neptunes Lounge matchbook
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